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DUAL VIRTUAL ELEMENT METHOD FOR DISCRETE
FRACTURES NETWORKS∗
ALESSIO FUMAGALLI† AND EIRIK KEILEGAVLEN†
Abstract. Discrete fracture networks is a key ingredient in the simulation of physical processes
which involve fluid flow in the underground, when the surrounding rock matrix is considered imper-
vious. In this paper we present two different models to compute the pressure field and Darcy velocity
in the system. The first allows a normal flow out of a fracture at the intersections, while the second
grants also a tangential flow along the intersections. For the numerical discretization, we use the
mixed virtual element method as it is known to handle grid elements of, almost, any arbitrary shape.
The flexibility of the discretization allows us to loosen the requirements on grid construction, and
thus significantly simplify the flow discretization compared to traditional discrete fracture network
models. A coarsening algorithm, from the algebraic multigrid literature, is also considered to further
speed up the computation. The performance of the method is validated by numerical experiments.
Key words. Porous media, Discrete fracture network, Interface model, Virtual element method.
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1. Introduction. In many hard rocks fractures, naturally occurring or engi-
neered, are of a paramount importance to understand and simulate flow paths. The
construction of efficient simulation models for flow in fracture networks is therefore of
relevance for applications such as energy recovery and storage, waste disposal (nuclear
and CO2), just to name a few [4, 29, 25].
Flow in the fracture planes is usually modeled by Darcy’s law [32, 29], or Forch-
heimer’s law if the Reynold number is sufficiently high [21, 30], and it may also be
of crucial interest to include flow along intersections in the models [40, 20, 22]. Be-
cause of hydraulic aperture, which is several order of magnitude smaller than other
characteristic sizes of the problem, from a modeling perspective a fracture may be
represented as a two-dimensional plane (generally manifold) [1, 32, 2], embedded in
a three-dimensional domain. The set of, possibly intersecting, fractures forms the
network where the flow may take place and, usually, is referred as a discrete fracture
network (DFN). Depending on how the fractures were created, they may intersect
in an arbitrary manner, leading to highly complex simulation geometries. The flow
properties of a fracture are determined by its geo-mechanical and geo-chemical history
[18], and there can be significant heterogeneities as well as permeability anisotropy
in the fracture plane. Infilling processes or geological movements may alter also the
composition and orientation of the material presents in the intersections, leaving the
latter as a privileged patterns or obstacles for the flow.
One of the main challenge in DFN simulations in complex fracture geometries
is the construction of the computational mesh, combined with the subsequent dis-
cretization of the flow equations. Depending on the properties of the chosen numeri-
cal method, this may put significant constraints on the mesh algorithm, in particular
in meshing of fracture intersections [33, 26, 27]. Compared to two-dimensional grid-
ding problems, which by themselves can be non-trivial, gridding of DFN problems is
complicated by the requirement, commonly made, that the grids in different fracture
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Fig. 1. Example of pressure field in a realistic DFN with several intersecting fractures, rep-
resented as ellipses. The fractures are represented by one co-dimensional objects. The blue line
represents an injection well, while the red line a production well. Note that the represented mesh is
conforming at the intersections. A detailed representation of the grid is reported in Figure 2.
planes are mutually conforming. That is, hanging nodes are not allowed in fracture
intersections. The gridding can be simplified by allowing for a relaxed interpretation
of the fracture planes [28], in effect locally assigning a curvature to the fracture plane.
If this requirement is loosened, and some of the burden is transferred to an appro-
priately chosen numerical method, the gridding problem becomes significantly simpler
and standard algorithms may be applied to create the global mesh. For instance, the
extended finite element method handles discontinuities internal to elements by en-
riching the approximation space [24, 16, 22]. This removes all requirements on the
mesh conforming to fracture intersections, and thus significantly simplifies the grid-
ding [22, 11, 19, 35].
A reasonable compromise between burdening mesh generation and discretiza-
tion is to require that meshes conform to fracture intersections, but also allow for
hanging nodes. This approach allows for the independent construction of a set of
bi-dimensional meshes in the fracture planes, which is considerably less difficult than
gridding the whole DFN model fully coupled. See Figure 1 and Figure 2 as an ex-
ample. To further increase the applicability of discretization scheme, it should then
allow for general polygonal cells, including hanging nodes. In particular, we note that
the virtual element method (VEM) has successfully been applied in the DFN setting
[10, 9]. See [8, 6, 14, 5, 3, 7] for a presentation of VEM in various contexts.
In this work, we consider different models to describe the single-phase flow in the
network of fractures, with and without the tangential contribution of the intersections
included. A reduced model is thus provided, with suitable normal and tangential ef-
fective permeabilities, to describe the flow in a two-codimensional framework. We
consider a dual formulation of the generalized Darcy problem where the virtual el-
ement method is extend to handle the proposed modes. Local mass conservation is
thus guaranteed and the normal flux, from each edge in the mesh, may be directly
used to simulate the heat or tracer transport in the DFN. A gridding strategy is also
presented to generate a conforming mesh, in the sense that the edges may be split
to ensure conformity along the intersections of the fractures. The proposed scheme
is thus a flexible and robust tool to perform simulations in this context. We present
several numerical tests to validate the approach, focusing the study on the order of
convergence for the pressure and the velocity in different scenarios.
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Fig. 2. Four different details of the grid for the example represented in Figure 1. The method
considered is able to handle these intersection among fractures as conforming.
The paper is organized as follows. The mathematical models and their analyses to
describe the fluid flow in the DFN are presented in section 2.The section 3 is devoted to
prove the well posedness of the continuous models considered. In section 4 we review
the implementation of the mixed virtual element method, and its implementation
in a DFN setting. The gridding and coarsening strategy are presented in section 5.
Experimental results presented in section 6 mainly consider the error decay of the
numerical method presented. Conclusions follow in section 7. Appendix A briefly
describes the coarsening strategy while Appendix B contains tables related to the
examples.
2. Continuous model. This section is devoted to the presentation of the phys-
ical model. In subsection 2.1 the setting for single-phase flow is introduced. subsec-
tion 2.2 presents the model for a single fracture, while the different couplings among
fractures are described in subsection 2.3.
2.1. Single-phase flow in DFN. We make use of the symbol ](A) ∈ N indi-
cating the counting measure of A. We define N the set of indexes associated to the
network of fractures, one value identify a fracture. Let us consider ](N ) distinct and
planar domains Ωi, for i ∈ N , embedded in R3 such that their union is indicated
by Ω := ∪i∈NΩi. Each polygon represents a fracture and Ω is the discrete fracture
network. We indicate by I the set of indexes associated to the intersection among frac-
tures, one value identify one intersection. We define also the set of one co-dimension
intersections among fractures as γ, which can be viewed also as a disjoint union of
](I) lines γk such that γ = ∪k∈Iγk. We indicate, for each fracture, the finite set of
indexes Gi := {k ∈ N : γk ∩ Ωi 6= ∅}. We suppose that if k ∈ Gi then γk belongs to
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Fig. 3. Example of a DFN with three intersecting fractures, represented as ellipses. The
fractures form three one co-dimensional objects, the straight lines, and one two co-dimensional
object, the black dot.
the internal part of Ωi, that is, we assume fractures do not intersect along fracture
boundaries. We indicate by P the set of indexes associated with the intersection of
one-codimensional objects, one value identifies one intersection. Finally the set of two
co-dimensional intersections among fractures is indicated by ξ, which can be viewed
as a union of ](P) points ξl such that ξ = ∪l∈Pξl. We suppose that if ξl ⊂ γk, for
some l and k, then ξl belongs to the internal part of γk. Note that γ ∪ ξ = ∩i∈NΩi.
The aforementioned sets of indexes are ordered in a natural way. See Figure 3 as
an example. Throughout the paper generally, subscripts i and j denote quantities
related with fracture planes Ωi, subscript k is associated with one co-dimensional in-
tersections γk, while subscript l is used for two co-dimensional intersections ξl. We
indicate data and unknowns defined on γ with ·ˆ.
Our objective is to compute the pressure field, indicated by p and pˆ, and the
Darcy velocity field, indicated by u and uˆ, in Ω such that the Darcy equations are
fulfilled. To simplify the presentation we start by considering a single fracture Ωi
without intersections. The normal of the fracture is indicated by ni, and we define
the normal projection matrix as Ni := ni⊗ni and the tangential projection matrix as
Ti := I−Ni. In the following, for each fracture, we make use of tangential divergence
and gradient, defined as
∇Ti · := Ti : ∇ and ∇Ti := Ti∇.
In the sequel, we will sometimes drop the subscript on Ti when there should be no
room for confusion.
2.2. Fracture flow. Following the work of [32, 20] we assume that the fracture
permeability can be written as a full elliptic second order tensor for the permeability
in the tangential space. We adopt a reduced order, or hybrid dimensional, model,
to describe pi and ui in the fracture. The model explicitly takes into account the
hydraulic aperture di of the fracture, which can change in space along the fracture.
We require that exist d∗ > 0 such that di ≥ d∗ for all i, i.e., the fracture does
not degenerate. In the forthcoming models we assume that the permeability and
fracture aperture are constant in each cell of the computational grid, this is a practical
assumption when the discretization is applied. The generalized Darcy equation and
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Fig. 4. Example of two fractures with the notation introduced in the derivation of the models.
the conservation of mass in Ωi can be written as
ui + λi∇pi = 0
∇ · ui = fi
in Ωi and pi = gi on ∂Ωi,(1)
where, for each Ωi, λi := diki is the effective permeability, ki the tangential perme-
ability, fi the scalar sink or source, and gi the boundary condition. For simplicity of
the proofs, we assume Dirichlet conditions on all fractures, although it would suffice to
require only Dirichlet conditions on a non-zero measure portion of the boundary. The
case of where some fractures with only Neumann conditions are imposed is studied in
the numerical examples. The proofs can also be extended to this case to the price of
increased technicalities. Under these assumptions, problem (1) is well posed, see [15].
2.3. Coupling Flow Between Fractures. Now, consider two fractures Ωi and
Ωj such that a one co-dimensional intersection occurs γk = Ωi ∩ Ωj . We indicate by
nk the set of unit vectors orthogonal to γk. In the internal part of Ωi, i.e. in Ωi \ γk,
equation (1) is applied and for each internal point of γk, far from its possible internal
ending, we locally identify two sides of Ωi indicated Ω
+
i and Ω
−
i . Since this definition
is local, for simplicity we keep uniform notation Ω+i and Ω
−
i for “the same side” of
Ωi. We indicate data and unknowns restricted to one side of a fracture with a + or
− superscript. For convenience ∂Ωi represents the outer part of the boundary, i.e.,
without the intersection. We indicate by Tink the unit normal vector of γk lying in
the plane of Ωi and pointing from Ω
+
i to Ω
−
i . Tjnk is defined similarly. See Figure 4
as an example. Following [1, 2], at the intersection we assume the coupling conditions
along γk as ∑
m=i,j
Jum · TmnkKγk = 0
p+i |γk = p−i |γk = p+j |γk = p−j |γk
on γk,(2)
where ·|γk is the trace operator from a fracture, Ωi or Ωj , to γk and J·Kγk denotes the
jump operator across γk defined as Jum · TmnkKγk := u+m · Tmnk|γk − u−m · Tmnk|γk ,
for m = i, j. Thus, while we allow for flow from Ωi to Ωj , the permeability of the
intersection is so high, or the width of the fracture so small, that the pressure drop is
negligible, see [32] for further considerations.
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In subsurface flow, intersections between fractures, or faults, may be significant
conduits for fluid flow [36, 34]. It is therefore of interest to extend the model (2) to
allow for tangential flow along γk and for pressure jumps over the intersection, as
studied in e.g. [20, 37, 12]. Flow in the intersection is still modeled by a generalized
Darcy’s law with an additional source term from the surrounding fractures
uˆk + λˆk∇pˆk = 0
∇ · uˆk = fˆk +
∑
m=i,j
Jum · TmnkKγk in γk and pˆk = gˆk on ∂γkuˆk · nγk = 0 on ∂γink(3a)
where λˆk := didj kˆ(γk) is the effective permeability along γk, kˆ(γk) is the tangential
permeability of γk, and gˆk is the boundary condition on the, possibly empty, outer
part (i.e., included in ∂Ωi or ∂Ωj) of the boundary of γk, for simplicity, indicated
by ∂γk. We define as γ
in
k the, possible empty, part of the boundary of γk such that
it lies internally to Ωi or Ωj . We identify by nγk the unit vector tangential to the
intersection pointing outward with respect to ∂γink . Note that di, respectively dj , is
the aperture of fracture Ωi, respectively Ωj . Their product represents the measure of
the area normal to the intersection. The differential operators are now defined along
γk and can be written in terms of local coordinates. The coupling condition (2) is
generalized, for m = i, j, as
u+m · Tmnk|γk = −λ˜m
(
pˆk − p+m|γk
)
u−m · Tmnk|γk = −λ˜m
(
p−m|γk − pˆk
) in γk(3b)
where λ˜m := k˜(γk)/dm is the effective permeability of the fracture Ωm in the direction
normal to the intersection γk, and k˜(γk) is the normal permeability of γk. Note that
it is possible to have different normal permeability for each fracture and even for each
side of a fracture, however to avoid confusion we assume a unique value for k˜(γk).
Following [16, 20] the coupling conditions (3b) can be written as
JpmKγk = λ˜−1m (u+m · Tmnk|γk + u−m · Tmnk|γk)Jum · TmnkKγk = λ˜m (p+m + p−m) in γk
where the jump of pressure and velocity across γk are explicitly written.
Finally, considering a single two co-dimensional intersection between fractures,
we have ξl = γk ∩ γn. Following the idea proposed in [12] we require the same model
presented in (2) at the intersection, we have∑
m=k,n
Juˆm · TmnlKξl = 0
pˆ+k |ξl = pˆ−k |ξl = pˆ+n |ξl = pˆ−n |ξl
in ξl(4)
where ·|ξl is the trace operator from a one co-dimensional intersection to ξl and Tmnl
is a unit vector, pointing outward from ξl, and lying on γm. While it is possible to
extend the model to allow for jumps in pressure and velocity over ξl, see [20, 22], this
is not considered herein.
We can now define two problems defined on the network Ω which will be used in
the sequel. The first problem considers continuous coupling conditions at the fracture
intersections, it is the following.
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Problem 1 (DFN Darcy flow - continuous coupling). Considering the afore-
mentioned data and assumptions on Ω, the model problem with continuous coupling
conditions is to find (u, p) in Ω such that (1) is valid for all i ∈ N and (2) is valid
for all k ∈ I.
The second problem allows a flow tangential to the fracture intersection and a possible
pressure jump across the one co-dimensional intersections.
Problem 2 (DFN Darcy flow - discontinuous coupling). Considering the afore-
mentioned data and assumptions on Ω, the model problem with discontinuous coupling
conditions is to find (u, p) in Ω such that (1) is valid for all i ∈ N , (3) is valid for
all k ∈ I, and (4) is valid for all l ∈ P.
Remark 1. In the case that γk is the one co-dimensional intersection of more
than two fractures, coupling conditions (2) can be generalized extending the summation
of the normal fluxes on all the fractures and assuming the pressure continuity at the
intersection. A similar consideration can be done for the coupling conditions (3) where
the summation is extended to all the fractures involved and the definition of λˆk should
include the measure of the cross section of γk, now simply represented as a rectangle.
Remark 2. In the case that ξl is the two co-dimensional intersection of more
than two fractures, coupling conditions (4) can be generalized assuming the pressure
continuity at the intersection for all the one co-dimensional objects.
3. Well posedness. In this part the weak formulation of the problem Problem 1
and Problem 2 and the related functional spaces are introduced. We provide also well
posedness results for both problems.
3.1. DFN Darcy flow - continuous coupling. We define ‖ · ‖E : L2(E) →
R as the usual L2-norm and (·, ·)E : L2(E) × L2(E) → R which is the usual L2-
scalar product. To simplify the presentation we use this notation for both scalar and
vector functions. We indicate by [·]i and [·]ij the i-th, respectively ij-th, component
of the vector, respectively of the matrix, in the square brackets. We assume also
pressure boundary conditions assigned to each ∂Ωi by a function gi ∈ H 12 (∂Ωi), a
source term fi ∈ L2(Ωi), and [λi]jk ∈ L∞(Ωi). Given a regular domain E ∈ Ωi,
we define the functional spaces Q(E) := L2(E) for the scalar fields and V (E) :={
v ∈ [L2(E)]3 : ∇ · v ∈ L2(E)} for the vector fields, which are Hilbert spaces. It is
worth to remember that we are dealing with differential operators on the tangent
planes of the fractures. With an abuse of notation we write Vi = V (Ωi) and Qi =
Q(Ωi) for each fracture. We endow Qi with the usual L
2-norm and Vi with the Hdiv-
norm on the tangent space, defined as ‖v‖2Vi := ‖v‖2Ωi+‖∇·v‖2Ωi . The global spaces for
the network Ω are defined as Q(Ω) :=
∏
i∈N Qi with norm and V (Ω) :=
∏
i∈N Vi, with
an abuse of notation we indicate V = V (Ω) and Q = Q(Ω). Their norms are defined as
‖q‖2Q :=
∑
i∈N ‖qi‖2Qi and ‖v‖2V :=
∑
i∈N ‖vi‖2Vi . Following the standard procedure
we can derive the weak formulation of Problem 1 which requires the definition of the
following bilinear forms
a (·, ·) : V × V → R : a (u,v) :=
∑
i∈N
ai (ui,vi) , ai (ui,vi) :=
(
λ−1i ui,vi
)
Ωi
b (·, ·) : V ×Q→ R : b (u, q) :=
∑
i∈N
bi (ui, qi) , bi (ui, qi) := − (∇ · ui, qi)Ωi
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and the following functionals which include the boundary data of the problem and
the scalar source term
B (·) : V → R : B (v) := −
∑
i∈N
〈vi · n∂Ωi , gi〉∂Ωi
F (·) : Q→ R : F (q) := −
∑
i∈N
(qi, fi)Ωi
where the dual pairing is defined as 〈·, ·〉∂Ωi : H−
1
2 (∂Ωi)×H 12 (∂Ωi)→ R and n∂Ωi is
the unit normal pointing outward from ∂Ωi and tangent to Ωi. With this definitions
we introduce the following problem.
Problem 3 (Weak formulation of Problem 1). The weak formulation of Prob-
lem 1 is to find (u, p) ∈ V ×Q such that
a (u,v) + b (v, p) = B (v) ∀v ∈ V
b (u, q) = F (q) ∀q ∈ Q(5)
Theorem 1. Problem 3 is well posed.
Proof. Using standard arguments, mainly Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it is possi-
ble to prove the boundedness, and then the continuity, of the bilinear forms a and b
on their spaces as well as the functionals F and B. To show coercivity of a, on the
kernel of b we consider a function w ∈ V such that b (w, q) = 0 for all q ∈ Q. We
then have ∇Ti ·wi = 0 almost everywhere in Ωi and ‖w‖2V =
∑
i∈N ‖wi‖2Ωi , thus
a (w,w) =
∑
i∈N
(
λ−1i wi,wi
)
Ωi
& ‖w‖2V .
To simplify the proof we now consider only two fractures, being the case of multiple
fractures a straightforward extension where the following techniques are properly ap-
plied to each fracture intersection. To verify the inf-sup condition on b we can have
two possibilities: either the intersection does not reach the boundary of the fracture
or its contrary. In both cases, let q be a function in Q and consider the following
auxiliary problem
−∇Ti · ∇Tiϕi = qi in Ωi
ϕi = 0 on ∂Ωi ∪ {γ ∩ Ωi}
,
which are decoupled problems, one for each fracture. If the intersection completely
cuts Ωi then, following [17] the previous problem admits a unique solution on each
disconnected part of Ωi, called Ω
∗
i . We have ϕ
∗
i ∈ H2(Ω∗i ) ∀i, such that ‖ϕ∗i ‖H2(Ω∗i ) .
‖qi‖Ω∗i . With an abuse of notation, indicating the H2-broken norm with the same
symbol, we obtain ‖ϕi‖H2(Ωi) . ‖qi‖Ωi . We consider now v ∈ V such that v|Ω∗i =∇Tiϕ∗i , we have −∇Ti · v|Ω∗i = qi in Ω∗i and
‖v‖2V =
∑
i∈N
‖∇Tiϕi‖2Ωi + ‖qi‖2Ωi . ‖q‖2Q.
With this choice of v we obtain the boundedness from below of the bilinear form b
b (v, q) =
∑
i∈N
− (∇Ti · v, q)Ωi = ‖q‖2Q & ‖q‖Q‖v‖V .
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Following [15] we conclude that in the case where the intersection boundaries coincide
with the boundary of the fracture planes, Problem 3 is well posed. We consider now
the problem of partially immersed intersection, i.e. , one ending part touches a fracture
boundary and the other is immersed in the fracture. The fully immersed intersection is
a straightforward extension, where the same technique is applied to both the ending
parts. If the intersection is immersed in the fracture planes, following [17, 23] the
previous auxiliary problem admits a unique solution ϕi ∈ H 32−(Ωi),  > 0 and for
all i ∈ N . Define a regularized kernel θ ∈ C∞(TΩi) with compact support in TΩi,
that is, the tangent space of Ωi, centred in the immersed part of γ. We introduce also
the corresponding family of mollifiers θζ(x) = ζ
−nθ(x/ζ) for ζ > 0 and n ∈ N. We
consider now vζ ∈ V ∩C∞(TΩi) such that [vζ ]j = φζ ∗ [∇Tiϕi]j for j = 1, 2. We have
‖vζ‖2V = ‖θζ ∗ ∇Tiϕi‖2Ωi + ‖∇Ti · θζ ∗ ∇Tiϕi‖2Ωi
where, with an abuse of notation, the mollifier is applied to each component of vi.
Using the properties of the mollifiers, we can bound the first term as
‖θζ ∗ ∇Tiϕi‖Ωi ≤ ‖∇Tiϕi‖Ωi ≤ ‖ϕi‖H1(Ωi) ≤ ‖q‖Ωi ,
while the second term can be estimated as
‖∇Ti · θζ ∗ ∇Tiϕi‖Ωi = ‖θζ ∗ ∇Ti · ∇Tiϕi‖Ωi ≤ ‖∇Ti · ∇Tiϕi‖Ωi = ‖q‖Ωi .
We obtain ‖vζ‖V . ‖qi‖Q. With this choice we have for a Ωi
bi (vζ , qi) = − (∇Ti · vζ , qi)Ωi = − (∇Ti · θζ ∗ ∇Tiϕi, qi)Ωi =
= − (θζ ∗ ∇Ti · ∇Tiϕi, qi)Ωi = (θζ ∗ qi, qi)Ωi .
Using again the property of the mollifiers we obtain that for n→∞: vζ L
2
−−→ v, with
v ∈ V , and θζ ∗ qi L
2
−−⇀ qi. Following [15] we conclude also in this case that Problem 3
is well posed.
3.2. DFN Darcy flow - discontinuous coupling. We consider now the func-
tional setting to present the weak formulation of problem Problem 2. Referring to
(3a) and (3b), we assume pressure boundary conditions assigned to each ending point
∂γk by a scalar gˆi ∈ R, a source term defined in fˆk ∈ L2(γk), an effective tangential
permeability in λˆk ∈ L∞(γk), and an effective normal permeability with regularity
λ˜m ∈ L∞(γk). Motivated by e.g. [32], we introduce a new family of spaces, one for
each fracture Ωi by
Wi :=
{
v ∈ Vi : v+ · Tink|γk ∈ L2(γk) and v− · Tink|γk ∈ L2(γk),∀k ∈ Gi
}
and their composition for the vector fields W :=
∏
i∈N Wi, which are Hilbert spaces
endowed with norms
‖v‖2Wi := ‖v‖2Vi +
∑
k∈Gi
‖v+ · Tink‖2γk + ‖v− · Tink‖2γk and ‖v‖2W :=
∑
i∈N
‖vi‖2Wi .
It is worth to notice that we require more regularity on the intersections forWi than Vi,
where implicitly we assume H−1/2-regularity, in order to properly take into account
the coupling conditions (3b). This assumption is related to Robin-type boundary
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conditions for problem in mixed form, see [32] for a more detailed investigation. For
the intersections we introduce the functional spaces for both scalar fields as Qˆk :=
L2(γk), with the usual L
2-norm, and vector fields as
Vˆk :=
{
vˆ ∈ [L2(γk)]3 : ∇ · vˆ ∈ L2(γk)
}
with ‖vˆ‖2
Vˆk
:= ‖vˆ‖2γk + ‖∇ · vˆ‖2γk .
The global spaces are Vˆ :=
∏
k∈I Vˆk, with norm ‖vˆ‖2Vˆ :=
∑
k∈I ‖vˆk‖2Vˆk for the vector
fields, and Qˆ :=
∏
k∈I Qˆk, with norm ‖qˆ‖2Qˆ :=
∑
k∈I ‖qˆk‖2Qˆk for the scalar fields.
Finally the spaces for the coupled problem are U := W × Vˆ , with induced norm from
W and Vˆ , and O := Q × Qˆ, with induced norm from Q and Qˆ. All the aforemen-
tioned spaces are Hilbert spaces. We introduce the bilinear forms associated with the
intersections as
aˆ (·, ·) : Vˆ × Vˆ → R : aˆ (uˆ, vˆ) :=
∑
k∈I
aˆk (uˆk, vˆk) , aˆk (uˆk, vˆk) :=
(
λˆ−1k uˆk, vˆk
)
γk
bˆ (·, ·) : Vˆ × Qˆ→ R : bˆ (uˆ, qˆ) :=
∑
k∈I
bˆk (uˆk, qˆk) , bˆk (uˆk, qˆk) := − (∇ · uˆk, qˆk)γk .
The global bilinear forms for the coupled problem are α (·, ·) : U × U → R and
β (·, ·) : U ×O → R
α ((u, uˆ) , (v, vˆ)) := a (u,v) + aˆ (uˆ, vˆ) + cc+1 (u,v) + cc
−
1 (u,v)
β ((u, uˆ) , (q, qˆ)) := b (u, q) + bˆ (uˆ, qˆ) + cc2(u, qˆ)
where the bilinear forms associated with the coupling conditions are
cc+1 (·, ·) : V × V → R : cc+1 (u,v) :=
∑
i∈N
∑
j∈Gi
(
λ˜−1i u
+
i · Tinj ,v+i · Tinj
)
γj
(6)
cc2 (·, ·) : V × Qˆ→ R : cc2(u, qˆ) :=
∑
i∈N
∑
j∈Gi
(Jui · TinjKγj , qˆj)γj ,(7)
cc−1 (·, ·) follow immediatly. The functional B is extended naturally on U and we define
Φ : O → R : Φ ((q, qˆ)) := −
∑
i∈N
(qi, fi)Ωi −
∑
k∈I
(
qˆk, fˆk
)
γk
Problem 4 (Weak formulation of Problem 2). The weak formulation of Prob-
lem 2 is to find ((u, uˆ) , (p, pˆ)) ∈ U ×O such that
α ((u, uˆ) , (v, vˆ)) + β ((v, vˆ) , (p, pˆ)) = B ((v, vˆ)) ∀ (v, vˆ) ∈ U
β ((u, uˆ) , (q, qˆ)) = Φ ((q, qˆ)) ∀ (q, qˆ) ∈ O(8)
Theorem 2. Problem 4 is well posed.
Proof. Using standard arguments, mainly Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it is possi-
ble to prove the boundedness, and then the continuity, of the bilinear forms α and β
on their spaces as well as the functionals Φ and B. Considering a function (w, wˆ) ∈ U
such that β ((w, wˆ) , (q, qˆ)) = 0 for all (q, qˆ) ∈ O, we have ∇Ti ·wi = 0 almost every-
where in Ωi and ∇ · wˆk = 0 almost everywhere in γk. The norm of (w, wˆ) becomes
‖ (w, wˆ) ‖2U =
∑
i∈N
‖wi‖2Ωi +
∑
k∈Gi
‖w+i · Tink‖2γk + ‖w−i · Tink‖2γk +
∑
k∈I
‖wˆk‖2γk .
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It is possible to show that α ((w, wˆ) , (w, wˆ)) & ‖ (w, wˆ) ‖2U , thus α is coercive on the
kernel of β.
Given a function (q, qˆ) ∈ O, taking inspiration from [32, 20], we introduce the
following auxiliary problems for fractures
−∇Ti · ∇Tiϕi = qi in Ωi
∇Tiϕ+i · Tinj = qˆj on γj , j ∈ Gi
∇Tiϕ−i · Tinj = −qˆj on γj , j ∈ GiJϕiKγj = 0 on γj , j ∈ Gi
ϕi = 0 on ∂Ωi
and for the intersections
−∇ · ∇ϕˆk = qˆk in γk
ϕˆk = 0 on ∂γk
.
We consider only the case where the intersection reaches the fracture boundary; in-
tersection endpoints inside the fracture plane can be handled similar to the proof of
Theorem 1. Following [17] the previous problems admits a unique solution on each
disconnected part of Ωi, indicated by Ω
∗
i . In the first case we have ϕ
∗
i ∈ H2(Ω∗i ) ∀i,
such that ‖ϕ∗i ‖H2(Ω∗i ) . ‖qi‖Ω∗i +
∑
j∈Gi ‖qˆj‖γj . We consider now v ∈ W such that
v|Ω∗i = ∇Tiϕ∗i , we have −∇Ti · v|Ω∗i = qi in Ω∗i , v|Ω∗i · Tinj = qˆj for all j ∈ Gi, and
‖vi‖2Wi = ‖∇Tiϕi‖2Ωi + ‖qi‖2Ωi + 2
∑
j∈Gi
‖qˆj‖2γj . ‖qi‖2Qi +
∑
j∈Gi
‖qˆj‖2Qj ≤ ‖q‖2Q + ‖qˆ‖2Qˆ.
For the second family of problems we obtain the existence of ϕˆk ∈ H2(γk) ∀k, such
that ‖ϕˆk‖H2(γk) . ‖qˆk‖γk . Considering vˆ ∈ Vˆ such that vˆk = ∇ϕˆk, we have −∇·vˆk =
qˆk and
‖vˆ‖2
Vˆ
=
∑
k∈I
‖∇Ti ϕˆk‖2γk + ‖qˆk‖2γk . ‖qˆ‖2Qˆ.
With this choice of v and vˆ we obtain the boundedness from below of the bilinear
form β
β ((v, vˆ) , (q, qˆ)) =
∑
i∈N
‖qi‖2Qi + 2
∑
j∈Gi
‖qˆj‖2γj +
∑
k∈I
‖qˆk‖2γk & ‖(q, qˆ)‖O‖(v, vˆ)‖U .
Thus the inf-sup condition is fulfilled, and following [15] we conclude that Problem 4
is well posed.
4. Discrete approximation. In this part we present the numerical discretiza-
tion of Problem 3 and Problem 4. We extend the virtual element method for mixed
problem presented in [14, 5, 7] to the DFN setting. For simplicity we start the dis-
cretization of Problem 3 considering only the network composed by a single fracture
Ω = Ωi, the extension of more than one fracture is trivial but requires a heavier no-
tation, while the approximation of (2) will be discussed below. For realistic fracture
networks, the solutions will commonly have low regularity due to heterogeneities, and
we therefore limit ourselves to lowest order methods.
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E1
E2
E3
Fig. 5. Example of three elements admitted in the discretization. The blue points represent the
centre xE for each element E, the red points define the edges e, and the green arrows are the normal
vector to the edges. E1 is a rectangular element but composed of 14 edges and E2 is a non-convex
element.
4.1. Discrete setting. Let us consider T (Ω) a tessellation of a single fracture
Ω into non-overlapping polygons E and the union of the edges e as E(Ω) = {e ∈ ∂E}.
We denote by hE the diameter of E, by xE the centre of E, by ne with e ∈ E(E)
the unit normal of e pointing outward with respect to the internal part of E, and by
h the maximum diameter in T (Ω). When there is no room for confusion we write
T instead of T (Ω) and E instead of E(Ω). We assume that there exist ρE ∈ R+
such that E is star-shaped with respect to every point of a disc of radius ρEhE and
|e| ≥ ρEhE , for all e ∈ E(E). An example of elements is presented in Figure 5.
We introduce the following local spaces for the element E of T : for the scalar fields
Qh(E) := {q ∈ Q(E) : q ∈ P0(E)} and for the vector fields
Vh(E) := {v ∈ V (E) : v · nei |ei ∈ P0(ei)∀ei ∈ E(E),∇ · v ∈ P0(E),∇× v = 0} .
It is worth to notice that we do not reconstruct the velocity inside an element, since
in most of the applications the normal flux from a face is the physical quantity of
interest. The global spaces for the fracture Ω are defined by
Qh(Ω) := {q ∈ Q(Ω) : q|E ∈ Qh(E)∀E ∈ T }
Vh(Ω) := {v ∈ V (Ω) : v|E ∈ Vh(E)∀E ∈ T } .
The degrees of freedom, simply d.o.f.’s, for Qh(Ω) are constant value in each element
of the mesh, while for v ∈ Vh(Ω) we consider
(v · ne, q)e ∀e ∈ E and ∀q ∈ P0(e).
We indicate by Ndof = ]E(E) the number of d.o.f.’s for a generic element E. To
simplify the presentation, we construct the approximation locally to each element
E ∈ T and then use the fact that the velocity d.o.f.’s are single valued for all e ∈ E ,
the global approximation can be build up. When it is clear from the context, we
consider the bilinear form introduced in the previous section restricted to an element
of the mesh. For the element E ∈ T we define the local canonical base for both spaces:
for Qh(E) is trivial, while for Vh(E) we indicate with base(Vh(E)) = {ϕω}Ndofω=1 such
that ϕω ∈ Vh(E) and given v ∈ Vh(E) we have v =
∑Ndof
ω=1[v]ωϕω, with [v]ω ∈ R. As a
consequence of these facts we have
(
ϕω · nej , 1
)
ej
= δωj which means |eω|ϕω ·neω = 1,
as well as (∇ ·ϕω, 1)E = 1 which means |E| ∇ · ϕω = 1. With these choices, it is
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possible to compute directly the bilinear form b(·, ·) as well as the functionals F (·) and
B(·). However the computation of a(·, ·) is more tricky and requires the introduction
of a projection operator Π0, which gives an approximation of a(·, ·) ≈ ah(·, ·). We
will see that the explicit evaluation of the basis functions ϕi is not needed in the
internal part of E, but the request that the order of convergence is preserved when
using ah(·, ·) instead of a(·, ·). We introduce the following local space
V(E) := {v ∈ Vh(E) : v = λ∇v, for v ∈ P1(E)} ,
where ∇ stands for the tangential gradient on the current fracture. We define the
projection operator Π0 : V (E)→ V(E) such that a(v−Π0v,w) = 0 for all w ∈ V(E).
To introduce the discrete bilinear forms, we start by having for u,v ∈ Vh(E)
a(u,v) = a(Π0u,Π0v) + a((I −Π0)u, (I −Π0)v),(9)
since the cross terms are zero due to Π0.
4.2. Computation of the local Hdiv-mass matrix. We focus now on the
approximation of the first term in (9). Since Π0u ∈ Vh(E), it can be expanded in
the canonical base Π0u =
∑Ndof
ω=1[Π0u]ωϕω with ϕω = λ∇ϕω, ϕω ∈ P1(E). The trial
function Π0v ∈ V then ∃v ∈ P1(E) such that Π0v = λ∇v. Moreover we can write
ϕω, as well as v, using a monomial expansion as
ϕω =
2∑
m=1
smωmm with mm(x) :=
[x]m − [xE ]m
hE
and smω ∈ R.
It is worth to notice that the coordinates in the definition of the monomials are defined
in the tangential space of Ω. The reason why m0(x) = 1 is not included will become
clear below. We obtain for ω(
λ−1ϕω,v
)
E
= − (∇ ·ϕω, v)E +
∑
e∈E(E)
(ϕ · ne, v)e = −
1
|E| (1, v)E +
1
|eω| (1, v)eω ,
which is computable using the monomial expansion of v. Indeed, by using the mono-
mial expansion for both ϕω and v, we obtain
(
λ−1ϕω, λ∇mj
)
E
= (∇ϕω, λ∇mj)E =
2∑
i=1
siω (∇mi, λ∇mj)E for j = 1, 2
the scalar product in the previous expression is computable. Defining the matrices
and vectors G ∈ R2×2, fω, sω ∈ R2, F ∈ R2×Ndof , and Π∗ ∈ R2×Ndof as
[G]ij := (λ∇mi,∇mj)E , [fω]i := −
1
|E| (1,mi)E +
1
|eω| (1,mi)eω ,
sω := [s
1
ω, s
2
ω]
> = G−1fω, F := [f1| . . . |fNdof ], Π∗ := G−1F,
we have skω = [Π
∗]ωk. The final expression thus reads
a(Π0ϕω,Π0ϕθ) =
Ndof∑
i=1
Ndof∑
j=1
siωs
j
θ (λ∇mi,∇mj)E =
Ndof∑
i=1
Ndof∑
j=1
[Π∗]ωi[G]ij [Π∗]θj =
= [(Π∗)>GΠ∗]ωθ.
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For the second, stability, term in (9), we follow [14, 5, 7] and approximate the term
as
a((I −Π0)ϕω, (I −Π0)ϕθ) ≈ s ((I −Π0)ϕω, (I −Π0)ϕθ) :=
:= ς
Ndof∑
i=1
dofi ((I −Π0)ϕω) dofi ((I −Π0)ϕθ) ,
where s(·, ·) : Vh(E)× Vh(E)→ R is the bilinear form associated to the stabilization
and ς ∈ R is a suitable parameter that will be explained later on. We give an
expression of dofi ((I −Π0)ϕω). Since V ⊂ Vh(E) we expand each projected element
of the canonical base on the canonical base itself, i.e. Π0ϕω =
∑Ndof
i=1 pi
i
ωϕi for ω =
1, . . . , Ndof with pi
j
ω = dofj(Π0ϕω), which is also
Π0ϕω =
2∑
j=1
sjωλ∇mj =
2∑
j=1
sjω
Ndof∑
i=1
dofi(λ∇mj)ϕi =
Ndof∑
i=1
 2∑
j=1
sjωdofi(λ∇mj)
ϕi,
obtaining piiω equal to the term in the brackets. This is computable introducing the
matrix D ∈ R2×2, with [D]ij := dofi(λ∇mj), as piiω = [DΠ∗]iω. For the stabilization
we finally obtain s ((I −Π0)ϕω, (I −Π0)ϕθ) = ς[(I −DΠ∗)>(I −DΠ∗)]ωθ. Introduc-
ing the bilinear form ah(·, ·) : Vh(E)× Vh(E)→ R as
ah(ϕω,ϕθ) := a (Π0ϕω,Π0ϕθ) + s ((I −Π0)ϕω, (I −Π0)ϕθ) =
=
[
(Π∗)>GΠ∗ + ς(I −DΠ∗)>(I −DΠ∗)]
ωθ
,
the local approximation of Problem 3 for a single fracture is
Problem 5 (Local discrete formulation of Problem 3). the discrete approxima-
tion of the weak problem in E is find (u, p) ∈ Vh(E)×Qh(E) such that
ah (u,ϕθ) + b (p,ϕθ) = − (ϕθ · n∂Ω, g)∂Ω∩eθ ∀ϕθ ∈ base(Vh(E))
b (1,u) = −(fi, 1)E
.
4.3. Fracture intersection. We consider two intersecting fractures Ωi and Ωj
such that γk = Ωi ∩Ωj . The general case is extendible with an analogous procedure.
We discretize γk as the union of consecutive edges of E(Ωi) ∩ E(Ωj), indicated by
T (γk). For each fracture we double the velocity d.o.f.’s in T (γk). We enforce (2) by
using Lagrange multipliers along T (γk), one for each edge involved.
If two intersecting fractures are present, then the coupled model Problem 2 can be
considered, and we need to introduce a proper discretization also for the intersection
as well as for the coupling condition (3b). The procedure for the former is similar
to the derivation of the discrete system for the fractures but in a mono-dimensional
framework, i.e. in T (γ). For simplicity we consider a single two-codimensional object
indicated by γ, the extension to multiple intersections is trivial but requires a heavier
notation. The approximation of (4) will be discussed below. We consider the discrete
spaces Qˆh(E) :=
{
qˆ ∈ Qˆ(E) : qˆ ∈ P0(E)
}
with E ∈ T (γ) for the pressure, for the
velocity we have
Vˆh(E) :=
{
vˆ ∈ Vˆ (E) : vˆ · nei |ei ∈ R ∀ei ∈ E(E),∇ · vˆ ∈ P0(E),∇× vˆ = 0
}
,
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where nei is the unit tangential vector of γ which point outward from E. The global
spaces Qˆh(γ) and Vˆh(γ) follow naturally. The d.o.f.’s for Qˆh(Ω) are piece-wise con-
stant in each element of T (γ), while for vˆ ∈ Vˆh(γ), given an ending point e of an
element E, we consider vˆ ·ne|e. Also in this case, we introduce a projection operator
Πˆ0 : Vˆ (E)→ Vˆ(E) such that aˆ(vˆ − Πˆ0vˆ, wˆ) = 0 for all wˆ ∈ Vˆ(E) and where
Vˆ(E) :=
{
vˆ ∈ Vˆh(E) : vˆ = λˆ∇vˆ, for vˆ ∈ P1(E)
}
.
Following the same process described for an element belonging to a fracture mesh, we
obtain the local matrix formulation for the Hdiv-mass matrix
aˆ(ϕˆω, ϕˆθ) ≈ aˆh(ϕˆω, ϕˆθ) =
[
(Πˆ∗)>GˆΠˆ∗ + ςˆ(I − DˆΠˆ∗)>(I − DˆΠˆ∗)
]
ωθ
where ϕˆω, ϕˆθ are elements of the base for Vˆh(E), ςˆ ∈ R is a proper stabilization
parameter, and Πˆ∗, Gˆ, and Dˆ are suitable matrices. The approximation of the bˆ(·, ·)
bilinear form follows from the definition of the d.o.f.’s for the velocity and the pressure.
The discrete formulation of the coupling condition presented in (6) can be derived
using the d.o.f.’s introduced previously. In particular, for each intersection γj of a
fracture Ωi, we double the d.o.f. associated with the velocity obtaining the discrete
form of u+ · Tinj |γj and u− · Tinj |γj . With this choice the implementation of (6) is
immediate.
In the case where two intersections meet in a point ξ, coupling conditions (4)
should be adopted. For each intersection we double the reduced velocity d.o.f.’s in ξ
and we enforce the condition by using Lagrange multipliers in ξ.
4.4. Stabilization term. To conclude, we discuss now the stabilization param-
eters ς and ςˆ introduced previously. Following [14, 5, 7], to obtain a proper error decay
we require that exist ι∗, ι∗, ιˆ∗, ιˆ∗ ∈ R+, independent from the discretization size, such
that
ι∗a(Π0v,Π0v) ≤ s((I −Π0)v, (I −Π0)v) ≤ ι∗a(Π0v,Π0v) ∀v ∈ V (Ω)
ιˆ∗aˆ(Π0vˆ,Π0vˆ) ≤ sˆ((I − Πˆ0)vˆ, (I − Πˆ0)vˆ) ≤ ιˆ∗aˆ(Πˆ0vˆ, Πˆ0vˆ) ∀vˆ ∈ Vˆ (Ω)
(10)
The stability term introduced previously for the fractures fulfils automatically the re-
quest, however for highly heterogeneous fractures in the permeability a proper scaling
is recommended, e.g. ςi = ‖λ−1i ‖L∞(Ωi) for each fracture Ωi. To fulfil the second re-
quest in (10) we can compute explicitly the local matrices involved. Given a segment
E of length hE and supposing that the effective permeability λˆ is constant in E, we
obtain
(Πˆ∗)>GˆΠˆ∗ =
hE
4λˆ
[
1 −1
−1 1
]
and (I − DˆΠˆ∗)>(I − DˆΠˆ∗) = 1
2
[
1 1
1 1
]
.
We see that choosing ςˆ = hE/λˆ is enough to scale properly the stability term for the
intersection.
Remark 3. It is important to note that if u = Π0u or u = Π0v we have the
identity: ah(u,v) = a(u,v). The same is valid for the intersection flow.
5. The computational grid. Realistic fracture networks can have a highly
complex geometry, and correspondingly the construction of the computational grid is
challenging. In particular, intersections between fractures add complexity, since for
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Ωi
Ωj
γk
Fig. 6. The geometry of the two fractures and their intersection marked in light green, which
are used in this section to present the meshing and coarsening strategy.
Fig. 7. Left: a triangulated fracture where the intersection is preserved. In general the con-
formity of the triangles across the intersection is not preserved. Right: Grouping of triangular cells
after coarsening. Clusters of triangles with the same colour will form a cell in the coarse mesh.
the types of discretization considered herein, intersections are treated as constraints
in the gridding algorithm. This often leads to a high number of cells, and depending
on intersection geometry, also low quality elements. The requirement that the grid
conforms to intersections can be avoided by using specialized numerical methods,
however their implementation tends to be tedious.
Since the virtual element method can handle almost any polygon type, we make
two modifications of what can be considered a broadly used DFN meshing algorithm,
both aimed at alleviating the computational cost. Other approaches can be found in
[33, 26, 28], to name a few. Consider the DFN composed by two intersecting fractures,
Ωi and Ωj , presented in Figure 6, the extension to several fractures is straightforward.
Our first modification is to build each mesh fracture separately and then link them
together through the intersection γk. This reduces the meshing problem to a set of
decoupled 2d domain with internal constraints from the intersection lines, and allows
us to apply established 2d meshing software without adaptation for the coupling
between domains. We have applied the library Triangle, see [38], which is a fast and
robust triangular grid generator that allows for internal constraints. See Figure 7 on
the left as an example. The independent meshing also means the fractures can be
meshed in parallel.
When a mesh of a fracture is created, our second modification is to coarsen the
grid by cell agglomeration so as to lighten the total computational cost. Our ap-
proach is motivated by the coarsening in algebraic multigrid methods, e.g. [39], and
the coarsening is carried out independently for each fracture. As a measure of connect-
edness between, we consider a two-point flux approximation (TPFA) discretization of
(1), and denote the discretization matrix A. To preserve fracture intersections in the
coarse grid, we treat intersections as a boundary for the TPFA discretization, and we
explicitly prohibit a coarse cell to cover both sides of the end of an intersection. The
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Fig. 8. The meshes of the two fractures linked together before (left) and after (right) coarsening.
The points at the intersection are highlighted in white and preserved in the coarsening. The original
grid has 93 elements and 153 edges, while the coarse grid has 23 elements and 82 edges. The
elements at the intersection are non-matching but conforming.
coarsening ratio is determined by the parameter cdepth. Details on the coarsening
algorithm can be found in Appendix A, or in the literature on algebraic multigrid
methods, see e.g. [39].
Figure 7 on the right shows the clustering map after the application of the al-
gorithm. We clearly see that the resulting elements may be concave or even non
star-shaped (but a finite union of star-shaped), e.g. the big orange element on the
right part of the mesh. It is worth to notice that the process of creating and coarsen-
ing the meshes is embarrassingly parallel. Once the mesh of each fracture is created,
we simply compute a co-refinement of the edges lying on γk from both fractures.
Splitting the edges of the fractures at the intersection and considering a coherent nu-
meration of the elements and edges the global mesh is build up. Refer to Figure 8 as
an example of final mesh with and without the coarsening strategy. The effect of the
parameter cdepth is illustrated in Figure 9. We also note that in anisotropic media the
coarse grid will to some extent adapt to the preferential flow directions, see Figure 10.
An example of the grid overlapped to the pressure field is represented in Figure 1 in
the introduction.
6. Examples. In this section we validate the models presented in the previous
sections through several tests and examples. In particular in subsection 6.1 we high-
light the potentiality of the coarsening algorithm presented in section 5 applied in
our context. subsection 6.2 contains several tests with a single as well as multiple
fractures to put in evidence the error decay and others properties of the numerical
solution. In subsection 6.3 we present a numerical example showing the importance
to use model presented in Problem 2. Finally in subsection 6.4 we present the solution
on a realistic geometry. Our implementation is carried out within the framework of
the Matlab Reservoir Simulation Toolbox (MRST) [31].
We make use of the following
sparsity =
nnz(A)
size(A)2
,
with nnz(A) the number of non-zero values of the matrix A and size(A) the number
of rows (or columns) of A, as a measure for the sparsity of a matrix.
6.1. Coarsening. In this subsection we investigate the ability of the coarsening
algorithm, introduced in section 5 to generate coarse meshes where the direction of
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Fig. 9. Example of meshes used for the example in subsection 6.1 with isotropic effective
permeability tensor. From the left: triangular mesh, the coarse meshes with cdepth = 1, cdepth = 3,
and cdepth = 5, respectively.
Fig. 10. Example of meshes used for the example in subsection 6.1 for the anisotropic perme-
ability tensor. From the left: triangular mesh, the coarse meshes with cdepth = 1, cdepth = 3, and
cdepth = 5, respectively.
the cells reflects the underlying physic. To that end, we consider two problems with
different effective permeability: isotropic and anisotropic, the latter in a heterogeneous
setting. In both cases we start from a single fracture discretized by a triangular
grid, then using the algorithm we coarsen the mesh with different level of refinement:
cdepth = 1, cdepth = 3, and cdepth = 5. The fracture is the unit square rotate by pi/4
along the z axis.
In the first case the effective permeability is the identity tensor. Figure 9 shows the
meshes obtained with different level of coarsening. The resulting cells of the meshes
do not have a preferred alignment. The relative sparsity of the VEM matrix for each
coarse level is: 1.4 · 10−3 for the triangular grid, 3.9 · 10−3 for cdepth = 1, 2.3 · 10−2
for cdepth = 3, and 2 · 10−1 for cdepth = 5, which is a natural effect of this coarsening
algorithm. Finally the number of edges (minimum, average, and maximum) and cells
for each level is: (3, 5, 6) and 628 for cdepth = 1, (8, 12, 15) and 122 for cdepth = 3,
and (29, 35, 41) and 11 for cdepth = 5. The resulting meshes respect the theoretical
requests for the VEM.
The second case deals with an anisotropic and heterogeneous effective permeabil-
ity tensor. We divide the fracture into four sectors: top-left part (x ≤ 0 and y > 0),
top-right part (x > 0 and y > 0), bottom-left part (x ≤ 0 and y ≤ 0), and bottom-
right part (x > 0 and y ≤ 0). In the first and last sector we set λ = diag[1, 100],
while in the others we have λ = diag[100, 1]. Figure 10 shows the meshes obtained
with different level of coarsening. The resulting cells of the meshes have a preferred
alignment related to the underlying permeability which respect both the anisotropy
and the heterogeneity. The sparsity of the VEM matrix for each coarse level is:
1.4 ·10−3 for the triangular grid, 4.5 ·10−3 for cdepth = 1, 1.2 ·10−2 for cdepth = 3, and
3.1 ·10−2 for cdepth = 5, which is a natural effect of this coarsening algorithm. Finally
the number of edges (minimum, average, and maximum) and cells for each level is:
(3, 5, 8) and 557 for cdepth = 1, (4, 8, 12) and 236 for cdepth = 3, and (5, 14, 24) and
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95 for cdepth = 5. Compared with the previous case we notice that the number of
cells and the variability in the number of edges is greater, which is needed to preserve
the anisotropy of the final mesh. The smaller sparsity of the matrices is a direct
consequence of this fact. Also in this case the resulting meshes respect the theoretical
requests for the VEM.
We conclude that the coarsening presented in section 5 is a valid tool to create a
coarse mesh which is adapted with the underlying physic. In the next examples we
consider this coarsening strategy in the computation of error decay.
6.2. Convergence evidence. In this part we present tests that show numerical
evidence of convergence of the approximate to the exact solution as well as the order
of convergence. In the first part, subsection 6.2.1, a single fracture is considered
with different types of meshes. In the second example two intersecting fractures,
with coupling conditions described in Problem 1 are applied. Finally two fractures
are considered where the flow is described also in their intersection. In the following
experiments we make use of the relative errors for both the pressure and the projected
velocity, we use the following expressions:
err(p) =
‖p− pex‖Ω
‖pex‖Ω and err(Π0u) =
‖Π0u− uex‖Ω
‖uex‖Ω
where pex and uex are the exact solutions computed in the centre of each cell. The
same type of errors are computed also for the intersection when the model described
in Problem 2 is considered. In addition, furthers details are included in Appendix B.
6.2.1. Single fracture. We consider a single fracture Ω constructed applying a
rotation matrix to the points of the unit square [0, 1]2. The rotation is pi/4 along the
x axis. We assume unit effective permeability λ and source term equal to
f(x, y, z) = 7 z − 4 sin(pi y) + 2pi2 y2 sin(pi y)− 8pi y cos(pi y) .
We set pressure boundary conditions such that the exact solution of the problem is
the following
pex(x, y, z) = x
2 z + 4 y2 sin(pi y)− 3 z3.
The exact Darcy velocity, in Cartesian coordinates, is
uex(x, y, z) =
 −2x z0.5(9 z2 − x2)− 4 y sin(pi y)− 2pi y2 cos(pi y)
0.5(9 z2 − x2)− 4 y sin(pi y)− 2pi y2 cos(pi y)
 .
It is possible to verify that 0 ≤ pex ≤ 1.337 in Ω. We consider four different families
of grids to analyse the order of convergence for both p and Π0u, first build in the
unit square and then mapped in Ω. We have: Cartesian grids, “coarse grids” where
the algorithm from section 5 is applied with cdepth = 2 on Cartesian grids, triangular
grids, and “random grids” where, starting from Cartesian grids, the internal nodes
are randomly moved. In the latter a sanity check of the mesh is performed to avoid
degenerate cases. See Figure 11 as an example. It is worth to notice that in the
case of “coarse grids” and “random grids” the cells may not be convex. In Figure 12
we report the order of convergence for both p and Π0u for the four mesh families
and we can observe that, in all the cases, the order of convergence respect the decay
derived from the theory in [7]. Table 1 in Appendix B reports the detailed values for
this example, as well as the sparsity of the matrix, and the minimum and maximum
values of the solution. It is interesting to notice that in some cases the discrete
maximum or minimum principle is violated.
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Fig. 11. Example of meshes used for the example in subsection 6.2.1. From the left: coarse
mesh, triangular mesh, and random mesh. The pattern of the coarse mesh remains similar for
subsequent refinements. The meshes are presented in the (x, y) plane. The Cartesian mesh is
omitted.
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Fig. 12. In the figure the error decay for both p, in the left plot, and Π0u, in the right plot, for
the example in subsection 6.2.1. We add the references O(h) and O(h2) to aid the comparison.
6.2.2. Two fractures with intersection. In the second example we analyse
the error decay for two intersecting fractures, where Problem 1 is considered. For this
test we adapt the problem in Subsubsection 5.3.1 of [10] to our setting. Each fracture
is build from an ellipses discretized by 8 segments. We consider two orthogonal
fractures, depicted in Figure 13, defined as
Ω1 =
{
(x, y, z) ∈ R3 : z2 + 4y2 ≤ 1, x = 0}
Ω2 =
{
(x, y, z) ∈ R3 : x2 + 4y2 ≤ 1, z = 0} .
We assume pressure boundary condition on both ∂Ω1 and ∂Ω2, unit effective perme-
ability λ and source as
f(x, y, z) =
{
8y(1− y)− 8(z − 1)2 for z ≥ 0
8y(1− y)− 8(z + 1)2 for z < 0 in Ω1
f(x, y, z) =
{
8y(1− y)− 8(x+ ζ)2 for x ≥ 0
8y(1− y)− 8(x− ζ)2 for x < 0 in Ω2
(11)
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Fig. 13. Example of meshes and numerical solutions for the example in subsection 6.2.2. From
the left: triangular mesh, coarse mesh with cdepth = 2, coarse mesh with cdepth = 4, and coarse
mesh with cdepth = 5. The solution has range in [0, 3.6] with a “Blue to Red Rainbow” colour map.
With this data the exact solutions pex and uex are
pex(x, y, z) =
{
4y(1− y)(z − 1)2 for z ≥ 0
4y(1− y)(z + 1)2 for z < 0 in Ω1
pex(x, y, z) =
{
4y(1− y)(x+ ζ)2 for x ≥ 0
4y(1− y)(x− ζ)2 for x < 0 in Ω2
(12a)
uex(x, y, z) =
{[
0; 8y(z − 1)2; −8y(1− y)(z − 1)]> for z ≥ 0[
0; 8y(z + 1)2; −8y(1− y)(z + 1)]> for z < 0 in Ω1
uex(x, y, z) =
{[−8y(1− y)(x+ ζ); 8y(x+ ζ)2; 0]> for x ≥ 0[−8y(1− y)(x− ζ); 8y(x− ζ)2; 0]> for x < 0 in Ω2,
(12b)
we assume ζ = 1. We consider four different families of discretization to analyse the
order of convergence for both p and Π0u in both fractures. We have: triangular grids,
“coarse grids” with cdepth = 2, cdepth = 4, and cdepth = 5. In all the coarse cases we
apply the algorithm from section 5 on triangular grids. See Figure 13 as an example.
It is worth to notice that in the case of “coarse grids” the cells may not be convex
and even they may be not star-shaped. In Figure 14 we report the L2-relative errors
for both the projected velocity Π0u and the pressure p. We observe that the error
decay for the latter is quadratic and the former is linear with respect to the mesh
size. Moreover, for the same h, the error is higher for the triangular grid and smaller
when cdepth increases. One possible explanation is that in the first case each pressure
d.o.f. is linked with 3 velocity d.o.f.’s , while for cdepth = 2 the average number is 6,
for cdepth = 4 we have 20 edges, and for cdepth = 5 the average number of edges is
37. This fact can help the accuracy for the meshes with more velocity d.o.f.’s . Note
that the grid size h reported is the average mesh size, which in some cases exhibits
an erratic reduction compared to the steady decrease of the grid size in the triangular
grid. Table 2 in Appendix B reports the detailed values for this example, as well as
the sparsity of the matrix, the minimum and maximum values of the solution, number
of edges for each cell.
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Fig. 14. In the figure the error decay for both p, in the left plot, and Π0u for the first example
in subsection 6.2. We add the references O(h) and O(h2) to aid the comparison.
Remark 4. In this test the meshes at the one co-dimensional intersection are
matching just because the procedure to construct the two meshes is the same, except
the mapping from the reference domain.
6.2.3. Two fractures with intersection flow. In this example we analyse
the error decay for the coupled system Problem 2, where two fractures intersect. The
fractures Ω1 and Ω2 are the same as the test shown in 6.2.2, while the intersection γ
is defined as γ =
{
(x, y, z) ∈ R3 : x = 0, z = 0, y ∈ [0, 1]}. The analytical solution of
the problem pex and uex is (12) with ζ = −1 for the fractures and pˆex and uˆex for
the intersection
pˆex(x, y, z) = 5y(1− y) in γ and uˆex(x, y, z) = [0; 5 + 10y; 0]> in γ.
We consider pressure boundary conditions on both fractures as well as on the intersec-
tions. The effective permeability for the fractures and for the intersection is unitary,
while the normal effective permeability for the intersection is equal to λ˜ = 8. The
source terms are chosen as (11) with ζ = −1 for the fractures and qˆ for the intersection
qˆ(x, y, z) = 10 + 32y(1− y) in γ.
We consider a family of triangular meshes and two of coarse meshes. The latter are
constructed from a triangular mesh with different level of coarsening: cdepth = 2 and
cdepth = 4. Figure 15 shows a graphical representation of the solution obtained, where
also the pressure in the intersection is reported. In Figure 16 we report the L2-relative
errors for both the projected velocity Π0u and the pressure p. We observe that the
error decay for the latter is quadratic and the former is linear with respect to the mesh
size, for the three families of mashes. In Figure 17 we report the L2-relative errors for
both the projected velocity Πˆ0uˆ and the pressure pˆ for the solution in the intersection
γ. The mesh size is now referred to the intersection mesh. Also in this case the slope
of the pressure error is nearly quadratic for the three families, but also the velocity
(especially for the triangular and coarse-cdepth = 4 families) has an error that behave
quadratically. This is a possible super-convergence property of the numerical scheme
in one space dimension. Table 3 and Table 4 in Appendix B reports the detailed values
for this example, as well as the sparsity of the matrix, the minimum and maximum
values of the solution, number of edges for each cell.
We conclude the section commenting that in all the tests performed the error
decay, for both the pressure and velocity, is coherent with the analyses presented in
[7].
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Fig. 15. Example of meshes and numerical solutions for the example in subsection 6.2.3. From
the left: triangular mesh, coarse mesh with cdepth = 2, coarse mesh with cdepth = 4, and pressure
in γ from the cdepth = 2 case. The solution has range in [0, 1] in the fractures and in [0, 1.25] in
the intersection, a “Blue to Red Rainbow” colour map is used.
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Fig. 16. In the figure the error decay for both p, in the left plot, and Π0u for the third example
in subsection 6.2. We add the references O(h) and O(h2) to easy the comparison.
6.3. Modeling of intersection flow. Having established the convergence prop-
erties of the virtual element method with and without flow in the intersection, we next
focus on the modeling aspects of Problem 1 and Problem 2. To that end, we consider
a network of four fractures, defined by
Ω1 =
{
(x, y, z) ∈ R3 : 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, y = 0, 0 ≤ z ≤ 1}
Ω2 =rot
({
(x, y, z) ∈ R3 : 1/5 ≤ x− z ≤ 6/5,−1/5 ≤ x+ z ≤ 4/5, y = 0} ,
2pi/3, (1/2, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1)
)
Ω3 =rot
({
(x, y, z) ∈ R3 : ν ≤ x ≤ 1/2− ν, y = 0, 1/2 + ν ≤ z ≤ 1 + ν,} ,
pi/6, (1/2, 0, 1/2), (1, 0,−1))
Ω4 =rot
({
(x, y, z) ∈ R3 : 1/2 + ν ≤ x ≤ 1 + ν, y = 0, 1/2 + ν ≤ z ≤ 1 + ν,} ,
pi/6, (1/2, 0, 1/2), (1, 0,−1)).
Here we have introduced the short-form ν = 1/(5
√
2) and rot(ω, θ, v, w) denotes
the rotation of domain ω with an angle θ around the line parametrized as l(t) = v+wt.
The rotation angles are immaterial to the solution provided they are non-zero; the
values chosen are motivated by clarity of visualization.
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Fig. 17. In the figure the error decay for both pˆ, in the left plot, and Πˆ0uˆ for the third example
in subsection 6.2. We add the references O(h) and O(h2) to easy the comparison.
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Fig. 18. Left: Pressure profile obtained for the family of four intersecting fractures. Right:
Cell-wise velocity magnitudes, and also velocity vectors. Arrows close to the source and the outlets
are not shown.
A source of unit strength is assigned in (1/2, 0, 1/2), that is, in Ω1. For the other
fractures, we assign homogeneous Dirichlet conditions on the faces in the corners
furthest away from the injection points. On the remaining boundary edges we impose
no-flux conditions. In terms of sources and boundary conditions, the problem is
symmetric with respect to the frac ures Ω2, Ω3 and Ω4. We note that, due to the
Neumann condition, this problem is outside the class considered in section 3.
In the intersection between Ω1 and Ω2, the effective normal permeability λ˜m is
set to 10−7. The intersection between Ω1 and Ω3 has tangential effective permeability
λˆk = 10
−10, effectively employing Problem 1 here, while for the intersection of Ω1
and Ω4, λˆk = 10
10. All other permeabilities have unit value. Pressure and velocity
profiles are shown in Figure 18. Due to the low λ˜m, Ω2 is effectively sealed off from
the other fractures, with a pressure that is virtually equal to the outlet value in the
entire fracture. The pressure difference between Ω3 and Ω4 is negligible. However,
as seen from the velocity field, flow into Ω4 is channelized into the intersection. For
Ω3 there is no flow in the intersection, but a wider sweep of the fracture plane itself
compared to Ω4.
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Fig. 19. Geometry used for the example in subsection 6.4. Each fracture is coloured by its
identification number and the pressure boundary conditions are highlight using magenta segments.
6.4. Realistic DFN. In this final example, we illustrate the robustness of the
approach for general fracture geometries. To that end, we consider a stochastically
generated network of 60 fractures using the software described in [41]. The network
is shown in Figure 19. The fracture permeability is set to unity, and for simplicity
we only consider the model presented in Problem 1. Each fracture is discretized
by 8 boundary edges, we impose no-flux boundary condition on all the edges of the
fractures except for two of them. A pressure p1 = 1 and p2 = 0 is thus imposed. Again
we note that the no-flow conditions are not covered by the analysis in section 3.
The stochastic generation of the fracture network leads to intersection configu-
rations that may pose difficulties for meshing, in particular if the fracture planes are
coupled during grid creation. Our approach of independent gridding of each fracture
avoids the linkage of nodes in different fracture planes, but it still create small cells
close to short constraints and almost parallel constraints. The coarsening algorithm,
here applied with cdepth = 2 increases the cell size. The polygonal mesh has 24444
cells and 78574 edges, compared with 106809 cells for the triangular grid. The impact
of the coarsening is illustrated in Figure 20.
Figure 21 shows the pressure solution and the projected velocity field, together
a zoom-in in the vicinity of the outflow. As indicated by the figures, the numeri-
cal method captures high flow velocities in the in- and outflow fractures, as well as
interaction between the fracture planes. It is worthwhile to consider how other con-
servative methods could have discretized the network in Figure 19. A key property of
the virtual element method, and the closely related mimetic finite difference method,
is the ability to handle hanging nodes and general polygon grids. A discretization
by e.g. mixed finite elements would have required not only the triangular grid with
about four times as many cells, but also techniques to eliminate hanging nodes at the
intersections, which may further increase the cell number. Another possibility is to
consider the class of finite volume methods which are, generally, more robust with
respect to the shape of the cells. See for instance, [13].
7. Conclusions. In this paper we presented a novel approximation for a complex
network of fractures using reduced models to describe fracture flows. The reduced
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Fig. 20. Details of the mesh used in subsection 6.4. Left column: Original triangular grid.
Right: Polygonal grid obtained after coarsening.
Fig. 21. Solution obtained with a realistic discrete fracture network. The figure depicts both
pressure and velocity, the latter represented by magenta arrows. In the right the full system is
represented while in the left a detail close to the outflow boundary is shown. The pressure has range
in [0, 1] and a “Blue to Red Rainbow” colour map is used. The velocity is restricted to ease the
interpretation and the arrows are scaled with the velocity magnitude.
models are a reasonable approximation when the thickness of each fracture is some
orders of magnitude smaller then its other characteristic sizes and smaller than the
typical size of the surrounding rock matrix. In particular two models are presented
to describe the flow at the intersection of fractures, with the possibility to allow a
tangential flow along the intersection. The virtual element method’s ability to handle
general polygons with hanging nodes allows us to relax constraints on the gridding
of fracture intersections, and also apply grid coarsening. In the examples we saw the
error decay of the solution, both pressure and Darcy velocity, behave as expected
in all the cases. Finally we noticed that the solution behaves as expected and no
evidence of serious contraindications is present, thus the algorithm presented seems a
promising tool for the numerical approximation for this type of problems.
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Appendix A. Details of coarsening algorithm.
Here we describe the coarsening algorithm in some detail. For further information,
confer [39]. Define two parameters str ∈ (0, 1) and cdepth ∈ N. An element i, called
C-element, in the original mesh will be connected, in the coarse grid, to some elements
in the set Ni, called F -elements, those affect the error at i most. Since the algorithm
is matrix base the previous request aim to find the F -elements j such that |[A]ij | is
the largest in some sense. We say that a degree of freedom i is “strongly negatively
coupled” (SNC) to j if
−[A]ij ≥ str max
[A]ik<0
|[A]ik| and we have Si := {j ∈ Ni : i is SNC to j} .
Since the relation of being SNC is not symmetric we introduce S>i := {j : i ∈ Sj},
which is the set of elements which are strongly coupled to i. Starting from a C-element
i the algorithm connect all the F -elements j that are strongly coupled to i to create a
coarse element. The process is repeated considering another C-element of the mesh.
As highlight in [39], the selection of a new C-element i is based on the measure of
importance λi in the set of undecided elements U , i.e. nor C or F -elements. We define
λi := ]
(
S>i ∩ U
)
+ 2]
(
S>i ∩ F
)
with i ∈ U,
where F is the set of F -elements. The next C-element will be the element with greater
λi. The presented algorithm is repeated for cdepth-times where the initial mesh is the
coarse mesh obtained at the previous step. The greater cdepth the bigger will be
elements in the final coarse grid.
Remark 5. As point out in [39] a reasonable value for str is 0.25. We note also
that in the case of permeability with strong anisotropy the final mesh is able to better
represent the underling physic of the problem. See subsection 6.1 for a discussion.
Remark 6. To avoid pathological shapes of elements during the coarsening pro-
cess at the tip of the intersection we impose a priori the triangles, which share the tip
of the intersection and have an edge on the intersection, as C-elements.
Appendix B. Tables.
In this section we present the detailed values for the examples in section 6. In
Table 1 are reported the values for the test of subsection 6.2.1. In Table 2 are reported
the values for the test of subsection 6.2.2.
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Triangular mesh family
] h err(p) O(p) err(Π0u) O(Π0u) ] faces min p max p size sparsity
1 2.261e-1 3.87e-2 - 3.022e-1 - 3,3,3 5.949e-3 3.6581 646 7.96e-3
2 1.058e-1 8.160e-3 2.048 1.452e-1 0.964 3,3,3 5.063e-4 3.8417 3014 1.75e-3
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Coarse mesh family with cdepth = 2
] h err(p) O(p) err(Π0u) O(Π0u) ] faces min p max p size sparsity
1 4.586e-1 9.771e-2 - 3.484e-1 - 5,6,9 5.135e-3 3.5731 268 3.659e-2
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6 4.775e-2 1.093e-3 2.011 3.168e-2 1.013 5,6,9 1.828e-4 3.9359 21943 5.328e-4
Coarse mesh family with cdepth = 4
] h err(p) O(p) err(Π0u) O(Π0u) ] faces min p max p size sparsity
1 4.047e-1 2.075e-2 - 8.634e-2 - 17,20,25 3.824e-2 3.3361 758 3.960e-2
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Coarse mesh family with cdepth = 5
] h err(p) O(p) err(Π0u) O(Π0u) ] faces min p max p size sparsity
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6 1.27e-1 1.630e-3 1.962 2.577e-2 0.79 24,37,44 2.642e-3 3.8138 10908 5.841e-3
Table 2
For each table we report the values for the discretization (h), errors (err(p) and err(Π0u)) and
order of convergence (O(p) and O(Π0u)) for the example in subsection 6.2.2. The last columns are
devoted to the number of faces for each cell (minimum, average, and maximum, respectively), the
minimum and maximum principle, number of rows of the matrix and sparsity. For the name used
in each table, consider the terminology reported in the aforementioned subsection.
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Triangular mesh family
] h err(p) O(p) err(Π0u) O(Π0u) ] faces min p max p size sparsity
1 2.261e-1 5.494e-2 - 3.112e-1 - 3,3,3 6.051e-3 9.139e-1 655 7.871e-3
2 1.058e-1 1.249e-2 1.95 1.497e-1 0.963 3,3,3 5.141e-4 9.606e-1 3031 1.746e-3
3 6.163e-2 3.807e-3 2.2 8.795e-2 0.985 3,3,3 3.632e-4 9.723e-1 8935 5.974e-4
4 3.382e-2 1.082e-3 2.1 4.784e-2 1.01 3,3,3 9.558e-5 9.809e-1 29691 1.807e-4
5 1.695e-2 2.722e-4 2 2.434e-2 0.978 3,3,3 3.867e-5 9.913e-1 117311 4.588e-5
Coarse mesh family with cdepth = 2
] h err(p) O(p) err(Π0u) O(Π0u) ] faces min p max p size sparsity
1 4.586e-1 9.705e-2 - 2.802e-1 - 5,6,8 4.628e-3 8.183e-1 277 3.499e-2
2 2.070e-1 2.211e-2 1.86 1.393e-1 0.88 5,6,9 3.253e-3 9.152e-1 1209 9.036e-3
3 1.058e-1 5.478e-3 2.08 6.718e-2 1.09 5,6,9 3.466e-4 9.638e-1 4573 2.466e-3
4 5.461e-2 1.246e-3 2.24 3.519e-2 0.977 5,6,9 5.242e-4 9.777e-1 16761 6.928e-4
5 3.033e-2 4.337e-4 1.79 1.928e-2 1.02 5,6,10 5.833e-5 9.889e-1 54617 2.147e-4
Coarse mesh family with cdepth = 4
] h err(p) O(p) err(Π0u) O(Π0u) ] faces min p max p size sparsity
1 2.686e-1 1.249e-2 - 6.404e-2 - 13,19,24 9.662e-3 8.496e-1 1561 1.927e-2
2 1.253e-1 2.592e-3 2.06 2.509e-2 1.23 14,20,27 3.294e-3 9.399e-1 6649 5.112e-3
3 8.399e-2 1.107e-3 2.13 1.489e-2 1.31 14,20,30 7.368e-4 9.630e-1 14385 2.438e-3
4 6.012e-2 5.624e-4 2.02 9.809e-3 1.25 12,20,17 7.374e-4 9.797e-1 27537 1.294e-3
5 4.013e-2 2.352e-4 2.16 6.26e-3 1.11 13,20,27 1.825e-4 9.831e-1 60851 5.944e-4
Table 3
For each table we report the values for the discretization (h), errors (err(p) and err(Π0u)) and
order of convergence (O(p) and O(Π0u)) for the example in subsection 6.2.3. The last columns are
devoted to the number of faces for each cell (minimum, average, and maximum, respectively), the
minimum and maximum principle, number of rows of the matrix and sparsity. For the name used
in each table, consider the terminology reported in the aforementioned subsection.
Triangular mesh family
] h err(pˆ) O(pˆ) err(Πˆ0uˆ) O(Πˆ0uˆ) min pˆ max pˆ
1 1.250e-1 4.665e-2 - 1.793e-2 - 3.423e-1 1.269
2 6.250e-2 1.158e-2 2.01 5.010e-3 1.84 1.647e-1 1.254
3 3.125e-2 3.229e-3 1.84 9.500e-4 2.4 8.042e-2 1.252
4 1.562e-2 8.601e-4 1.91 1.812e-4 2.39 3.966e-2 1.250
5 7.812e-3 2.187e-4 1.97 4.028e-5 2.17 1.968e-2 1.250
Coarse mesh family with cdepth = 2
] h err(pˆ) O(pˆ) err(Πˆ0uˆ) O(Πˆ0uˆ) min pˆ max pˆ
1 1.250e-1 7.198e-2 - 8.557e-3 - 3.524e-1 1.303
2 6.250e-2 1.769e-2 2.02 2.143e-3 2 1.658e-1 1.262
3 3.125e-2 4.511e-3 1.97 7.088e-4 1.6 8.061e-2 1.253
4 1.538e-2 1.246e-3 1.82 3.032e-4 1.2 3.967e-2 1.251
5 7.812e-3 3.541e-4 1.86 1.124e-4 1.47 1.968e-2 1.250
Coarse mesh family with cdepth = 4
] h err(pˆ) O(pˆ) err(Πˆ0uˆ) O(Πˆ0uˆ) min pˆ max pˆ
1 3.125e-2 2.717e-3 - 5.785e-3 - 8.066e-2 1.246
2 1.408e-2 9.627e-4 1.3 1.703e-3 1.53 3.965e-2 1.248
3 7.812e-3 3.718e-4 1.61 5.831e-4 1.82 1.968e-2 1.249
4 6.135e-3 2.059e-4 2.45 3.448e-4 2.17 1.968e-2 1.25
5 3.906e-3 8.863e-5 1.87 1.411e-4 1.98 9.803e-3 1.25
Table 4
For each table we report the values for the discretization (h), errors (err(pˆ) and err(Πˆ0uˆ))
and order of convergence (O(pˆ) and O(Πˆ0uˆ)) for the example in subsection 6.2.3. The mesh size is
referred to the intersection mesh. For the name used in each table, consider the terminology reported
in the aforementioned subsection.
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